Helpful Websites

Topic: Hoarding of Animals

1. <www.cfa.org> Cat Fanciers' Association, Inc. has a variety of articles on pet related topics. See the recent article: "Understanding Animal Hoarding & Its Impact, Linda Berg Cat Fanciers' Almanac, August/September, 2005" which may be found at: <http://www.cfa.org/articles/hoarding.html>.
2. <www.tufts.edu/vet/cfa/hoarding/index.html> Tufts University hosts the Hoarding of Animals Research Consortium, a resource site to increase awareness about this disorder.
3. <www.avma.org> The American Veterinary Medical Association has an article discussing animal hoarding, a profile of a typical hoarder and tips for identifying hoarders at: <http://www.avma.org/onlnews/javma/oct02/021015a.asp>.
4. <www.hsus.org> Humane Society of the United States has articles on the disorder, including: "Behind Closed Doors: The Horrors of Animal Hoarding."

Topic: Vaccination Issues

1. <www.cfa.org> The Cat Fanciers' Association, Inc. has articles on cat policy issues which are often impacted by vaccination issues.
2. <www.winnfelinehealth.org> The Winn Feline Foundation is a non-profit organization which supports health related studies into medical problems affecting cats. Articles on their web site include: "Vaccination Guidelines", and "Establishing Vaccination Protocols for Catteries."
5. Online news articles regarding vaccination issues:
   "Vaccination Often Good For Life" Denise Flaim, Newsday, May 9, 2005. <www.newsday.com>
   "Are Annual Pet Vaccines Necessary?" <www.prevention.com/article/0,5778,s1-6-81-118-3844-1,00.html>